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Introduction

What do we know about the impact of increased
“competition” on welfare in health care markets?

1 More competition means lower prices
Evidence is pretty compelling
But prices are often administratively set

2 More competition means higher quality
Central to the argument for vigorous antitrust enforcement
Evidence is spotty – identification is challenging

Nathan’s paper is a serious effort towards filling this gap
The context for this analysis is dialysis clinics in Atlanta,
GA



Challenges

There are several challenges
1 Quality measurement

Meaningful outcomes
Selection on unobservables
Heterogeneous treatment effects

2 Modeling quality competition
Classic issues in endogeneity of market structure measure
Meaningful counterfactuals

Nathan puts a lot of effort and pushes the literature forward
along dimension 1). Less innovation along point 2)



Overview of the Paper

Examines the impact of competition on the quality of renal
dialysis
Important as there has been lots of consolidation in this
industry
Uses cross sectional claims data to examine 4 outcomes in
the metro Atlanta region for 2004-2008
Estimates the quality of care using control function
approach that address both endogeneity of facility choice
and treatment heterogeneity

Use distance to facility as instrument

The estimation approach matters
Estimate the relationship between facility quality measures
on market structure measures using OLS



Context

Large literature focusing on measuring provider quality –
most of it it does not account for unobserved selection

McClellan, McNeil and Newhouse (1994), Gowrisankan and
Town (1999), Gowrisankaran, Geweke and Town (2003)

Impact of competition on quality: Kessler and McClellan
(2000)
Dialysis clinics: Grieco and McDevitt (2012); Cutler, Dafny
and Ody (2012)
More recent work utilizing policy changes in the UK:

Cooper et al. (2010) and Gaynor et al. (2013)

Mechanisms: Bloom and Van Reenen (2007)



Overview of the Paper – Findings

The estimation approach for measuring quality matters
Unobserved selection matters in quality measure
Treatment heterogeneity matters as well

More nearby competitors, higher quality
An important contribution to the body of evidence on the
impact of provider competition



Empirical Framework

The paper seeks to estimate the following equation

θE
jm = Mjmβ + Xjmγ + ejm

θE
jm is inferred quality using approach E

Mm is market structure and Xjm is facility characteristics
In empirical specification M = log number of facilities within
a distance and the share of facilities that are jointly owned

Let θE
jm = ¯θjm + ηE

jm where θ̄j is the ‘true’ facility quality and
ηE

jm is measurement error
Then:

θ̄j = Mmβ + Xjmγ + ejm − ηE
jm

The role of the estimation of θE
j on inference for the

equation of interest depends on the Var(ηE
jm) and

Corr(Mjm, η
E
jm)



Empirical Framework

Relationship between outcomes (observable) and ‘quality’
(unobservable) is

yij =
∑

j(θ̄jcij + ξicij) + xiδ + εij

Allow for multiple treatment locations
Estimate θE

jm using control function approach

cij = xiα + zijγ + ηij

The CF approach the uses estimates of the unobservables
in the outcome equation

Key: CF relaxes additive separability

yij =
∑

j θ̄jcij +
∑

j(ψj η̂ij + τj η̂ijcij) + xiδ + εij

Accounting for the fact that patients seek care a multiple
facilities



Data

Use individual and facility data from the United States
Renal Dialysis System
The data integrates individual and facility level information
and contains demographic data, length of dialysis
treatment
Outcomes:

Mortality
ICU/CCU days
Inpatient days

Market Structure:
log(Nr ) were Nr is the number of competitors within 10
miles
Share of clinics jointly owned
Chain FE (De Vita)

Recommendation: Implement a KM HHI-type measure



Identification

Cross sectional
Quality measurement:

Instrument is distance to clinic
Assumption is that distance is uncorrelated with
unobservable health status
Clinics can locate freely and entry is free – raises some
concerns
Indirect tests might be useful

Competition analysis:
Quality measurement error is uncorrelated with market
structure
Strategic reasons that might not be true
Costs and Demand shocks are uncorrelated with market
structure measures

Assumes fixed facility quality – patient discrimination?



A Suggestion

Profit function of the firm:
πj(θ) =

∑
l∈Ξj

∑
i(p̄(xi) − mcl(θ, xi))sl(θ, xi , z)

FOC (in vector notation):
(p̄(x) − mc(θ, x))∆(θ) − mcθ(θ)s(θ, x , z) = 0

∆ is J × J matrix of cross partials, ∂sl
∂θk

if l , k owned by same
firm, zero otherwise

Parameterize mc as: mcli = ξl + f (θ, xi)

ξ = (f
′
(θ, x)s(θ, x , z))∆−1(θ)p̄−1 − f (x , θ)

Estimate f using GMM and then simulate the impact of
counterfactual mergers



Results

Control Function estimates of quality
The correlates of quality



Results – Map



Results – Table 1



Results – Table 2



Results – Table 3



Results – Table 4



Results – Figure 2



Results – Table 9



Results – Table 10



Concluding Thoughts

Mechanisms and magnitudes
Endogeneity of location – demand and supply side issues
Nice implementation of CF approach to estimate provider
quality
Nice paper


